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Abstract—The main scenarios of nonequilibrium diffusional transformations induced by moving defects (dis-
locations, grain boundaries) in alloys under severe plastic deformation are considered. It has been shown that
the phase state locally changes in the area of a defect where thermodynamic properties of alloy are locally
changed, and the attained state is frozen after the displacement of a defect due to the difference between the
rates of bulk diffusion and diffusion on a defect. For this reason, an alloy shifts from the state of its thermo-
dynamic equilibrium under treatment, thus different nonequilibrium states, such as the disordering of alloy,
the dissolution of equilibrium phase precipitates, the appearance of nonequilibrium phases, and the forma-
tion of regular structures, are possible depending on the type of the system. These effects may take place if the
treatment of an alloy is performed at moderate temperatures, when diffusion is frozen in the bulk and rather
active on defects. The phenomena of phase and structural instability developing under severe plastic defor-
mation at moderate temperatures are considered within the framework of the proposed model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, great attention is attracted by the

unordinary phase and structural transformations
occurring in alloys under severe plastic deformation
(SPD) or further thermal treatment. In particular,
among them are the disordering and amorphization of
alloys [1, 2], the formation of supersaturated solid
solutions of immiscible components [3, 4], the
decomposition with the precipitation of nonequilib-
rium phases [5, 6], the cyclic reactions [7], the forma-
tion of modulated structures (patterns) stable under
continued treatment [8, 9], and the abnormally fast
appearance of low-temperature phases [10, 11] and
broad grain boundary segregations [12–14].

In principle, the disordering and abnormal
mechanical alloying processes can be understood in
terms of immediate mixing of atoms due to the devel-
opment of sliding bands in mutually intersecting
planes [15–17]. On the other hand, the observed
acceleration of abnormal mechanical alloying during
the transition to a nanocrystalline state [18, 19], when
the penetration of dislocations into the volume of a
grain is complicated [20], cannot be understood by the
mechanism proposed in [15–17]. It seems undoubtful
that diffusion mass transfer processes must also be
taken into account at moderate temperatures along-
side with mixing processes. In particular, the phenom-

ena of the decomposition and appearance of low-tem-
perature phases under SPD at room temperature argue
for the occurrence of abnormally fast diffusion. Esti-
mates show that the transformations implemented in
this case are probably due to the diffusion over dislo-
cations and grain boundaries with the participation of
nonequilibrium point defects [10, 13, 21, 22] gener-
ated under SPD conditions.

Diffusion on dislocations and grain boundaries
(GBs) not only provides the accelerated development
of equilibrium phase transformations, but also leads to
the realization of nonequilibrium phase and structural
states. In particular, the effect of the “diffusion cut-
ting” of precipitates by dislocations is well known [23–
25] and considered one of the main reasons for the dis-
solution of intermetallide particles and carbide precip-
itates in steels under SPD [4]. It is noteworthy that the
authors [23–25] take into account only the elastic
interaction between atoms and dislocations. However,
it is currently uncontroversial that the elastic contribu-
tion is hardly the only one determining the interaction
between dissolved atoms and other lattice defects [26].
A more essential part may be played by the change in
the energies of chemical bonds upon the displacement
of atoms from the volume of a precipitate into the area
of a defect (see, e.g., [26, 27]), and this is also must be
214
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taken into account when constructing a sequential
model.

The “diffusion cutting” model [23–25] considers
the evolution of the shape of a precipitate in a field of
stresses created by an ensemble of edge dislocations at
the phase interface. Meanwhile, the driving force of
the migration of defects is rather great under SPD
conditions and may lead to the mechanical cutting of
(semi)coherent precipitates by dislocations [28, 29].
The multiple cutting of precipitates by dislocations
leads to their reduction in size and the mixing of atoms
[15–17]. In this case, bulk diffusion does not always
act as a competing factor and may even promote the
dissolution of precipitates in certain cases [30]. How-
ever, the models [15–17] do not take into account the
diffusion processes developing on dislocations at
moderate temperatures. It has been shown in the work
[31] that the change in the thermodynamic properties
of an alloy (segregation, mixing, and ordering energy)
in the cores of dislocations cutting a precipitate may
stimulate the local development of a nonequilibrium
transformation. The attained state is frozen upon the
displacement of a dislocation, and the state of an alloy
shifts from its thermodynamic equilibrium during
treatment.

The effect of the dissolution of precipitates by mov-
ing grain boundaries was revealed for the first time in
the work [32] and is usually observed at increased tem-
peratures under recrystallization conditions [33–35].
It may be expected that similar processes also develop
in the case of SPD under low-temperature dynamic
recrystallization [36]. Based on the calculation results
[37, 38] for the impurity concentration profile near a
moving GB, it has been shown in work [35] that small
precipitates are dissolved in the depleted zone near a
grain boundary, if their size is comparable with the
width of this zone, and the GB motion velocity is not
very high. There are no models considering the
motion of a grain boundary through a precipitate in
the literature. Meanwhile, it is possible to expect that
this process will lead to an appreciable change in the
phase state of an alloy under SPD when the driving
force of the migration of grain boundaries is rather
high.

When analyzing the phase transformations induced
by the migration of grain boundaries, it is necessary
first of all to consider the segregations on moving GBs,
as done in works [37–42]. In papers [37, 38], attention
was focused on a steady-state regime to conclude that
segregation is less pronounced at the moving GB in
comparison with a motionless one. However, the seg-
regation formation stage is important at moderate
temperatures in dilute alloys, while no steady states
can be attained for any reasonable time periods. In
works [41, 42], the segregation formation kinetics was
modeled to demonstrate, in particular, that the impu-
rity concentration attained on a grain boundary in cer-
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tain special regimes of motion can be higher than in a
steady-state regime.

Hence, it may be expected that moving disloca-
tions and grain boundaries can have an appreciable
effect on the development of phase transformations
under SPD. In this work, we demonstrate that the dif-
fusion on the migrating GBs and dislocations at mod-
erate temperatures may lead to a great variety of non-
equilibrium phase transformations including fast dis-
ordering, the appearance of nonequilibrium phases,
and the formation of supersaturated solid solutions
and dissipative structures. When defects migrate,
mechanical energy is converted into the internal
energy of an alloy, which shifts from the state of its
thermodynamic equilibrium.

2. MODEL FORMULATION
In the mean field approximation, the free energy

density for ordered AB alloy can be written in the form
[43–45]

(1)

where ε(r), ν(r), and θ(r) are the dissolution, mixing,
and ordering energies, and c = (c(1) + c(2))/2 and η =
(c(1) – c(2))/2 are the local concentration of a selected
component and the local degree of ordering, which are
related with the sublattice concentrations, with sum-
mation over two sublattices (n = 1, 2). Let us note that
Eq. (1) for the free energy is valid for the alloys, whose
ordering can be described by the one family of con-
centration waves (one ordering parameter) [43].

We consider a structurally nonuniform alloy,
assuming that the parameters ε(r), ν(r), and θ(r) may
depend on the coordinates; in particular, they are
locally changed in the region of structural defects (dis-
locations and grain boundaries). In the absence of
decomposition or ordering, the nonuniformity in the
distribution of component B is due to dissolution
energy change

(2)
where δε = εdef – εb is the energy of the impurity seg-
regation on a defect, and Ω(r – rdef) is the disturbance
shape function near a defect, differs from zero in a
narrow area with a width d, and quickly descends
down to zero with increasing distance (see Appendix).
The mixing and ordering energy changes in the area of
a defect can be determined in the same fashion:

(3)

Hence, a structural defect is modeled in the form of
a narrow area, within which the properties of an alloy
differ from the bulk ones. We assume that a defect
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moves at a velocity Vdef such that its position is given by
the radius vector

In such an approach, dislocations and grain
boundaries differ from each other only by the dimen-
sion of a defect and the parameters describing its inter-
action with impurity atoms. This provides the possibil-
ity to consider the interaction of dislocations and grain
boundaries with precipitates within the same
approach.

The evolution in the distribution of alloy compo-
nents with time is determined by the continuity equa-
tion [44, 46]

(4)

where F(c) is the Ginzburg–Landau functional

(5)

Here, σ is the surface energy of precipitates, and R is
the parameter characterizing the phase interface
width. The diffusion coefficient D(r) must take into
account the difference between the rates of diffusion
in the volume and on a defect, i.e.,

(6)
Finally, let us describe the evolution of the order

parameter η using the Allen–Cahn relaxation equa-
tion [47]

(7)

where M(r) = κ0D(r)/kT is the coefficient characteriz-
ing the frequency of atom jumps between different
sublattices, κ0 ~ a–2, and a is the lattice constant [31,
44]. Let us note that the used approach implies a
smooth change in the order parameters c(r), η(r)
depending on the coordinate, and this is a certain
approximation sufficient to demonstrate the qualita-
tive features of the considered transformations.

When analyzing the solution of system (1)–(7), it is
convenient to use the integral degrees of decomposi-
tion and ordering 0 < Sdec < 1 and 0 < Sη < 1

(8)

where n is the task dimension, and c0 is the specimen-
average concentration of a selected component. The
numerical solution of Eqs. (4)–(7) was performed
using the dimensionless coordinates x/L, the time τ =
(Ddef/L2) t, and the velocity of a defect  =
VdefL/Ddef.
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The proposed model is similar to the regular solid
solution model [46], but differs from it by taking into
account the ordering (the case of θ ≠ 0) and the local
change in the energy parameters on structural defects
(Eqs. (2)–(3)). In contrast to the model of the diffu-
sion cutting of precipitates [23, 25] and the known
models of segregations on moving GBs [39, 41, 42],
this model takes into account the change on a defect
not only for the impurity dissolution energy ε(r), but
also for the mixing and ordering energies ν(r) and θ(r)
and does not concretizes the driving force for the
migration of defects. The parametrization of this
model is discussed in Appendix.

3. SEGREGATIONS ON MOVING
GRAIN BOUNDARIES

The formation of segregations is governed by the
change in the energy of an impurity atom upon its dis-
placement from the volume onto the boundary of a
grain (i.e., by the segregation energy) δε(r) [39, 48].
Under SPD, segregations may appear at a rather low
temperature (~300 K) in the broad near-boundary
layer (see the discussion in [26, 49]). In the work [13],
it has been hypothesized that the kinetics of the forma-
tion of such segregations is controlled not by bulk dif-
fusion, but by the processes occurring at the boundary
of a grain. A moving GB captures and carries the
impurity atoms, so the segregation formation rate is
multiply increased.

To demonstrate the qualitative features of interac-
tion between moving defects and impurities, let us
consider a one-dimensional model and confine our
consideration to the case of an ideal solid solutions
(ν = 0, θ = 0) [46]. At first, let us consider the situation
when a defect moves at a constant velocity Vdef.

The evolution of the maximum impurity concen-
tration on a grain boundary during its motion is illus-
trated in Fig. 1a. Segregation on a motionless GB
(νGB = 0) is controlled by bulk diffusion (Db  DGB)
and, for this reason, does not have enough time to
appear on the considered time scale (curve 1). On the
contrary, a moving GB entrains impurity atoms such
that the formation of a segregation is generally gov-
erned by the velocity of its motion (curves 2–4). If a
grain boundary moves at a low velocity, impurity
atoms can follow it. If the velocity of a grain boundary
is above a critical level, the diffusion in the direction
perpendicular to the boundary has no enough time to
provide the redistribution of atoms, and the concen-
tration on the grain boundary decreases (curve 4). Set-
ting the characteristic diffusion time t = d2/DGB, for
which an atom crosses the boundary, equal to the time
t = d/VGB, for which the grain boundary displaces at a
distance equal to its width, we find the estimate for the

�
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Fig. 1. (a) Impurity concentration evolution on a grain
boundary at its velocity  of (1) 0, (2) 12.5, (3) 100, and
(4) 800; curve 3 ' corresponds to (3) with consideration for
the hindering of a grain boundary at K = 2; (b) impurity
concentration attained on a grain boundary by the time
moment τ of (1, 1') 0.002 and (2, 2') 0.02 versus initial
velocity of a grain boundary in (1, 2) without and (1', 2')
with the hindering of a grain boundary by impurity atoms.
Average impurity concentration c0 = 0.01, segregation
energy δε = –0.3 eV/atom, T = 500 K, DGB/Db = 105, d/L
= 0.005.
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optimal GB velocity, which provides the most efficient
development of segregations,

(9)

The effect of the entrainment of segregations by a
moving GB is illustrated in Fig. 1b, which demon-
strates the dependence of the impurity concentration
attained on a grain boundary by a certain time
moment, on the GB velocity (curves 1 and 2).

It can be seen that the maximum value of cGB grows
with time and displaces towards lower velocities.
Hence, the maximally possible segregation can be
expected in this model on a motionless GB, but at an
infinitely great exposure time, being in agreement with
the results [37].

According to the existing notions [50], the motion
of a boundary is implemented via the migration of
steps, which is controlled by the self-diffusion of
matrix atoms or implemented in an athermal fashion
due to the effect of grain boundary sliding mecha-
nisms [51]. The existence of segregations on a grain
boundary will lead to its hindering due to the interac-
tion of impurity atoms with steps, so the velocity of a
grain boundary ceases to be an independent parame-
ter. Let us take into account the impurity hindering of
a grain boundary and write the migration velocity as

(10)

where  and  are the initial and current veloc-
ities of a grain boundary, respectively, cmax(t) is the
maximum concentration attained on a grain bound-
ary, c0 is the average (initial) concentration of an
impurity in a specimen, and K is the parameter char-
acterizing the efficiency of hindering on impurity.

Curve 3 ' in Fig. 1a and curves 1' and 2 ' in Fig. 1b
(describing the dependence of the concentration on a
grain boundary on its velocity ) show that the hin-
dering of a grain boundary stabilizes the intermediate
segregation formation stages near the critical value

 = c0 + 1/K, at which the “trapping” of a grain
boundary takes place (velocity  ≡ 0). A further
increase in the concentration on a grain boundary is a
slow process controlled by the bulk diffusion coeffi-
cient Db. The attainment of saturation by curves 1' and
2 ' in Fig. 1b argues for the fact that a grain boundary
stops when segregation reaches  within a broad
range of initial GB velocities .

It should be noted that the maximum concentra-
tion value attained on a grain boundary (Fig. 1) was
obtained regardless of the interaction between impu-
rity atoms. At a positive mixing energy (ν > 0), the
repulsion between impurity atoms will reduce the for-
mation of segregations (see the discussion in [26]),
while the formation of precipitates on a grain bound-
ary should be expected at ν < 0.
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A similar consideration can be performed not only
for segregations on a grain boundary, but also for the
formation of impurity atmospheres on moving dislo-
cations. However, the sliding of dislocations is imple-
mented for the times, which are much shorter than the
characteristic diffusion times. For this reason, the
appearance of the considered defects may be expected
only for relatively slow dislocation migration mecha-
nisms (climb, thermally activated motion of disloca-
tions in ordered alloys).

4. DISORDERING OF ALLOY
AND FORMATION 

OF NONEQUILIBRIUM PHASES

The change in the ordering energy θ(r) near a
defect (dislocation or grain boundary) leads to the
local shift of the ordering temperature. Actually,
Eqs. (1) and (7) give the Bragg–Williams condition for
a locally equilibrium state (dF/dη = 0) [44]

(11)⎡ ⎤θ η + η − + η− = ⎢ ⎥− η − − η⎣ ⎦

4 ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))(1 ( ) ( ))ln .
( ( ) ( ))(1 ( ) ( ))
c c

kT c c
r r r r r r

r r r r
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Fig. 2. (a) Profiles of the order parameter η at time
moments τ of (1) 0.02, (2) 0.04, and (3) 0.07 for the dis-
placement of a grain boundary from the initial position
x/L = 1 to the position x/L = 0 at a velocity  = 10 at
DGB/Db = 102; (b) specimen-average degree of ordering
versus defect velocity after (1, 1') one and (2, 2') five pas-
sages at DGB/Db of (1, 2) 102 and (1', 2') 105; c0 = 0.5,
κ0L2 = 250, ν = δε = 0, θb = –0.3 eV, δθ = +0.3 eV, T =
500 K, d/L = 0.03.
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Fig. 3. Specimen-average degree of ordering versus tem-
perature (1) in the absence of defects and (2, 2'), (3, 3') in
a steady regime for the multiple passage through a GB
specimen at a velocity  = 10, δθ/|θb| of (2, 2') 0.25 and
(3, 3') 0.5, Ddef/Db of (2, 3) 102 and (2', 3') 105, and other
parameters the same as for Fig. 2.
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The starting ordering temperature follows from
Eq. (11) in the limit η(r) → 0, i.e.,

(12)
Taking into account the fact that the initial ordered

state corresponds to a minimum alloy free energy (1),
it is natural to expect that the free energy of an ordered
state in a distorted lattice near a defect grows, i.e., δθ >
0. As a result, according to Eq. (12), the ordering tem-
perature on a defect should be expected to decrease,
i.e.,

and local disordering will be observed in an alloy
within the temperature range  < T < Tord. The dis-
ordered state is frozen after the displacement of a
defect due to the difference between the diffusion
coefficients Ddef and Db.

The results of calculations for the local ordering
parameter η at different time moments during the pas-
sage of grain boundary through the grain are shown in
Fig. 2a. It can be seen that an extensive partially disor-
dered region is left behind the moving GB. The degree
of disordering is determined by the velocity of this GB

= − θ −ord( ) 2 ( ) ( )(1 ( )).kT c cr r r r

→ = − δθ −def
ord ord ord 2 (1 )/ ,T T T c c k

def
ordT
PHY
and the rate of relaxation processes, i.e., by the ratio
DGB/Db. As can be seen from Fig. 2b, there exists a cer-

tain velocity value  (which is much lower than the
sound velocity, see Appendix), at which the greatest
disordering is attained; atomic order is restored behind
a grain boundary at  < , but disordering has not
enough time to appear at  > . Disordering in the
alloy is continued in the case of repeated passages of a
grain boundary through a grain (which were imple-
mented in the process of modeling with the use of
periodic boundary conditions) (see curves 1 and 2, 1'
and 2 '). For this reason, complete disordering may be
expected at a high ratio DGB/Db under prolonged treat-
ment even at a low concentration of defects.

Figure 3 demonstrates the temperature depen-
dence of the specimen-average degree of ordering in
the absence of a grain boundary (curve 1) and in the
steady-state regime attained after the repeated pas-
sages of a grain boundary through the considered vol-
ume (curves 2, 2 ' and 3, 3 '). It can be seen that the
higher is the ratio Ddef/Db or δθ/|θb|, the greater is a

decrease in the starting ordering temperature .

We have assumed above that only the ordering
energy changes on a defect (δθ ≠ 0, δε = 0). If δε ≠ 0,
the development of segregations for one of the alloy
components may stimulate its disordering even at
δθ = 0. When a defect is displaced, it makes a segrega-
tion that follows it, while the attained disordered state
may prove to be frozen (see Fig. 4). On the other hand,
disordering in the case of hindering a defect by segre-
gations (K ≠ 0, see Eq. (10)) is possible, if the initial
velocity of a defect is higher than the critical value;
otherwise, segregations stop a defect and, correspond-
ingly, no disordering is implemented.
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Fig. 4. Attained profiles of the order parameter η after the
displacement of a grain boundary from the position x/L =
0.9 to the position x/L = 0.1 at a velocity  of (1) 1, (2)
5, (3) 15, and (4) 25; c0 = 0.5, DGB/Db = 103, κ0L2 = 500,
ν = 0, δε = –0.35 eV, θb = –0.3 eV, T = 500 K, d/L = 0.05.
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In the general case, an ordered state in equilibrium
is provided by the requirement θ < ν (see Eq. (1)); i.e.,
the tendency to possible decomposition is suppressed
in virtue of ordering. However, local disordering may
occur in the area of a defect as a result of either the
change in the energy θ or the segregation of one of the
components. Then the development of spinodal
decomposition can take place after disordering on the
defect.
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Fig. 5. Decomposition of an equilibrium ordered phase due to th
is marked with a horizontal line) displacing from the position y/
state in the course of exposure; θ = –0.3 eV, δθ = +0.3 eV, DGB
T = 500 K, d/L = 0.03, R/L = 0.0016. Depleted and enriched 
white and black colors, respectively, and the other part of this fi

� = 0 0.015

� = 0.25 0.33
The kinetics of decomposition in an ordered phase,
when the energy θ changes at a grain boundary (which
displaces from the position y/L = 0.9 to the position
y/L = 0.5 and stops), is illustrated in Fig. 5. Spinodal
decomposition develops on the boundary during its
motion (Fig. 5, upper row), and the system relaxes to
an equilibrium ordered state under further exposure at
a rate characterized by the bulk diffusion coefficient
Db (Fig. 5, lower row).

5. DISSOLUTION OF PRECIPITATES
AND FORMATION OF DISSIPATIVE 

STRUCTURES

In the absence of ordering (θ = 0) at ν < 0, Eq. (4)
describes the decomposition with the formation of a
two-phase state, and the equilibrium limits of solubil-
ity in phases are characterized by the binodal of a reg-
ular solid solution [46]

(13)

Let us confine our consideration to the situation,
when the mixing energy ν is the same everywhere,
while the dissolution energy ε(r) and the diffusion
coefficient are locally changed on a defect (dislocation
or grain boundary) to provide segregations of one of
the components. If a defect is motionless, segregations
stimulate the appearance of precipitates of equilibrium
phases, thus increasing the degree of decomposition.
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− −
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e change in the ordering energy on a grain boundary (its position
L = 0.9 to the position y/L = 0.5 and restoration of the ordered
/Db = 102,  = 4, c0 = 0.5, κ0L2 = 250, ν = –0.14 eV, δε = 0,
phases appearing in the process of decomposition are shown in
gure corresponds to the initial ordered phase.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of alloy component in the neighborhood of a precipitate at different times in the case of one passage of a grain
boundary at a velocity  of (a) 10 and (b) 60; (c) concentration profiles (1) on the interface of an initial precipitate and (2) after
the passage of a grain boundary at  = 60; (d) degree of decomposition versus velocity of a grain boundary after (1) one, (2)
five, and (3) fifteen passages. DGB/Db = 105, δε(m) = –0.15, δε(p) = 0.10, ν = –0.3 eV/atom, T = 700 K, d/L = 0.03, R/L = 0.1.
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However, if a defect moves and crosses the volume of
precipitates, the different scenario with the dissolution
of precipitates can be implemented.

Let the energy of segregation on a defect δε be dif-
ferent in the neighboring phases, thus stimulating the
redistribution of alloy components along a defect
between the matrix and the volume of a precipitate. If
the energy of segregation in the matrix is higher (by its
absolute value) than in a precipitate, the f low of atoms
along a grain boundary (or a dislocation tube) from
the volume of a precipitate into the matrix occurs, thus
promoting the dissolution of this precipitate. The
thermodynamic stimulus of decomposition is deter-
mined by the mixing energy ν and acts as a competing
factor.

Let us confine our consideration to the simple
model and classify the areas with c(r) > 0.5 as precipi-
tates. Then it is possible to write for the energy of
impurity segregation on a defect that

(14)

where δε(p) and δε(m) are the energies of segregation in
the areas of a boundary inside and outside the volume
of a precipitate, respectively, and h(c) is the
smoothened Heaviside function (see Appendix).

The substitution of Eq. (14) into Eq. (1) leads to the
result, which can be interpreted as a local change in
the mixing energy ν by the value δε(pm) = δε(p) – δε(m).
Then it follows from Eq. (13) that the starting tem-

δε = δε + − δε − δε( ) ( ) ( )( ) [ ( ) 0.5]( ),m p mh cr r
PHY
perature of decomposition in a homogeneous alloy
decreases on a defect

(15)

and the local dissolution of a precipitate is possible at
a rather high value of δε(pm).

The results of modeling the passage of a grain
boundary through an equilibrium phase precipitate
are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. It can be seen that a seg-
regation with an intermediate composition (c ~ 0.5) is
formed at small  and completely entrained by a
defect, and the form of this precipitate remains similar
to the initial one. At a high velocity of a grain bound-
ary, when VGB > DGB/d (see Eq. (9)), the segregation
has not enough time to follow the grain boundary and,
as a result, the interface of the precipitate behind the
grain boundary becomes abnormally broadened
(Fig. 6b) and “frozen” in a nonequilibrium state due
to a low bulk diffusion rate. The concentration profiles
on the initial (equilibrium) interface and after the pas-
sage of the grain boundary are shown in Fig. 6c.
Hence, the degree of dissolution for a precipitate after
a single passage of a grain boundary is determined by
the segregation capacity of a grain boundary at low 
and by the surface area of a precipitate at high .

Figure 6d demonstrates the dependences of the
specimen-average degree of decomposition Sdec on the
velocity of a grain boundary after one (curve 1), five
(curve 2), and fifteen (curve 3) passages. It can be seen

−= ν + δε
−

def ( ) 0
dec

0 0

1 2( ) ,
ln[ /(1 )]

pm ckT
c c

vGB

vGB

vGB
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Fig. 7. Kinetics of the formation of a modulated structure
in case of the multiple passage of a defect through a precip-
itate at  = 80, Ddef/Db = 102, δε(m) = –0.15, δε(p) =
+0.15, ν = –0.3 eV/atom, T = 700 K, and d/L = 0.03.

� = 0.30 1.2

vdef
that there exists an optimal velocity, which provides
maximal alloy homogenization (for a specified num-
ber of passages).

The result of the multiple passage of defects through
a precipitate depends on the ratio between the energies
δε(pm) and ν, the diffusion coefficients Ddef and Db, the
average concentration c0, and the velocity of defects. A
variety of possible regimes is confined to the three
main scenarios: (1) a precipitation is preserved as a
whole, but its size is changed (the case of a small
change in δε(pm)), (2) a precipitate is completely dis-
solved (the case of low temperatures and high δε(pm)),
and (3) there appears a dispersed state (or a pattern),
which remains relatively stable in the course of further
treatment (the case of moderate temperatures).

The typical pictures of the formation of a modu-
lated structure during the dissolution of a solitary pre-
cipitate are shown in Fig. 7. A specific feature of this
regime is a relatively high bulk diffusion rate
(Ddef/Db = 100), which results in the competition
between the processes controlled by diffusion on
defects and bulk diffusion responsible for the return
back to the two-phase equilibrium. For this reason, the
spinodal decomposition processes, whose rate is con-
trolled by bulk diffusion, are developed in the neigh-
borhood of a precipitate after the passage of a defect.
The passage of the next defect through the precipitate
leads to the broadening of the area with a nonequilib-
rium composition. At great times of treatment, the ini-
tial precipitate is completely dissolved with the forma-
tion of a quasi-periodic distribution of concentrations;
i.e., inversion of spinodal decomposition occurs.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The objective of this work was to perform the anal-
ysis of qualitative features in the nonequilibrium diffu-
sional transformations induced by moving defects
PHYSICS OF THE SOLID STATE  Vol. 61  No. 2  2019
under severe plastic deformation (SPD) in the region
of moderate temperatures, when bulk diffusion is fro-
zen. For this reason, we do not consider the mechani-
cal mass transfer during the sliding of dislocations and
confined our consideration to the simple model,
which took into account the processes of abnormal
diffusion on moving defects. We demonstrate that the
local change of alloy parameters and accelerated diffu-
sion on the defects may lead to a great variety of non-
equilibrium phase transformations. The obtained
results give us an opportunity to take a fresh look at the
development of structural and phase transformations
under SPD in the region of moderate temperatures.

In the proposed model, the type of defects (dislo-
cation or grain boundary) has not been concretized in
most cases. It is known that the dislocation mode of
plastic deformation predominates in coarse-grain
specimens [20], while low-temperature dynamic
recrystallization accompanied by the migration of
grain boundaries is implemented upon the transition
to a nanocrystalline state [36]. The disordering and
dissolution of small precipitates usually require no
transition to a nanocrystalline state [4, 15] and, in
principle, can be provided by the passage of disloca-
tions. At the same time, the implementation of abnor-
mal mechamical alloying in nanocrystalline speci-
mens seems to require the migration of grain boundar-
ies. Let us note that even one passage of a grain
boundary through a specimen can lead to the pro-
found consequences comparable with the result from
the passage of many dislocations.

The known models for the formation of segrega-
tions on moving grain boundaries [39] do not pay suf-
ficient attention to the fact that the kinetics of segrega-
tions at a low temperature is controlled by grain
boundary diffusion. We have demonstrated that the
motion of a grain boundary in this case may be criti-
cally important for the development of segregations.
Herewith, there exists the optimal GB velocity, at
which the development of segregations is most effi-
cient.

The disordering of intermetallides under SPD was
revealed for the first time in the Fe–Pt and Co–Pt
systems and accompanied by amorphization in the
Y‒Co and Gd–Co systems [1]. This transformation is
frequently fast and does not require intensive and pro-
longed treatment (see the reviews [2, 17]), thus indi-
rectly evidencing for a low density of defects in the vol-
ume of a material. The widely spread explanation [17]
of this phenomenon by immediate mixing during the
sliding of partial dislocations through the volume of
grains encounters the difficulty consisting in the fact
that the penetration of dislocations into the volume of
grains is suppressed at least in a nanocrystalline state
(which frequently precedes disordering and amorphi-
zation) [20]. In addition, the disordering of an alloy
can hardly be provided by the motion of superstruc-
tural dislocations, as they have a relatively small effect
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on its thermodynamic parameters and do not destroy
the chemical order after their passage. On the other
hand, low-temperature dynamic recrystallization is
called a necessary condition of transition to a nano-
crystalline state [36], and this allows us to presume an
important role of moving grain boundaries in the dis-
ordering of nanocrystalline alloys.

The dissolution of intermetallide and carbide pre-
cipitates under SPD was repeatedly observed in exper-
iments (see, e.g., [4]), and this phenomenon is usually
explained engaging the notions about mechanical
mixing in siding bands [15–17] or “diffusion cutting”
[23–25] implemented at a rather great dimensional
mismatch between the atoms of the matrix and a dis-
solved component (e.g., interstitial admixtures).

In the model proposed by us, the mechanical cut-
ting of precipitates is considered, and it is taken into
account that the change in the “chemical” energy of
an impurity atom can make an essential contribution
in addition to the elastic one. When a defect passes
through a precipitate, the f lows of atoms along the
defect due to the difference between the energies of
segregation in the precipitate and the matrix occurs,
thus leading to the partial dissolution of the precipitate
and the broadening of the phase interface (Fig. 6b).
The latter feature is a characteristic sign for the action
of such a mechanism. The multiple passages of defects
enable the appreciable reduction of precipitates in size
and even their complete dissolution. A similar sce-
nario of microstructural evolution under SPD was
observed in [4, 52, 53].

The change in the energy of chemical bonds on a
defect may lead to that impurity atoms segregate on
grain boundaries in one phase and, on the contrary,
pushed off grain boundaries in the other phase; i.e.,
the parameter δε switches its sign in the precipitate as
compared with matrix, as implemented in calculations
(Figs. 6 and 7). Strictly speaking, such a correspon-
dence between the segregation energies is not obliga-
tory. To provide the dissolution of precipitates upon
the passage of dislocations or grain boundaries
through them, it is sufficient for the energy of an
impurity atom to decrease upon its displacement from
a precipitate into the matrix along a defect. A similar
situation seems to take place upon the passage of dis-
locations through cementite particles, where the
appreciable depletion of cementite in carbon takes
place [53].

Some examples for the decomposition of alloys
with the formation of nonequilibrium phases under
SPD are discussed in [1, 5–7, 54–57]. Thus, in partic-
ular, the disordering and amorphization of the initial
phase occurred in the alloy Nd2Fe14B together with
the precipitation of α-Fe nanocrystals [5, 6] (contrary
to the equilibrium phase diagram). The opinions that
the implementation of nonequilibrium transformation
in this system is associated with the change in the ther-
modynamic properties of the alloy due to the accumu-
PHY
lated energy of defects were formulated in [56]. In the
developed approach, which considers moving defects,
the assumption about their accumulation in a material
is not obligatory. It should be noted that the diffusion
processes are likely to be implemented in these exper-
iments only in a local fashion in the area of a shear
band; otherwise, bulk diffusion would promote the
restoration of atomic order and the relaxation of an
amorphous state.

The formation of steady dispersed states (patterns)
in alloys AgCu [8] and FeCr [9] was also observed
under SPD at moderate temperatures due to the com-
petition between bulk diffusion (which provides
decomposition in compliance with the equilibrium
phase diagram) and the development of a nonequilib-
rium transformation (mechanical alloying) under
treatment. It seems that these states may be considered
as an example of dissipative structures [58], which
appear in open systems far from thermodynamic equi-
librium. According to the notions [8, 17], mechanical
alloying is provided by the reduction of precipitates in
size and the immediate mixing of atoms due to the
sliding of dislocations in mutually crossing planes.
However, according to [3], mechanical alloying is
accelerated upon the transition to a nanocrystalline
state, when the penetration of dislocations into the
volume of grains is complicated [20], and this seems to
evidence for an important role played by the migration
of grain boundaries in this case. Our model reveals a
new mechanism of mechanical alloying and the for-
mation of dissipative structures, related to the diffu-
sion on moving defects (dislocations and grain bound-
aries) at moderate temperatures, when this diffusion is
not negligibly small.

The discussed results were obtained within the
framework of a simple model, which does not take into
account many details in the interaction of impurity
atoms with dislocations or grain boundaries, under the
assumption about a constant velocity of defects. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible to presume that our conclusions
correctly reflect the qualitative features of change in
the phase and structural state of alloys under SPD.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The model describing the effect of moving defects

(dislocations, grain boundaries) on the development
of nonequilibrium phase transformations under severe
plastic deformation has been formulated. It has been
demonstrated that the disordering of an alloy, the
appearance of nonequilibrium phases, and the forma-
tion of supersaturated solid solutions and dissipative
structures can be implemented due to the local change
in the thermodynamic properties of this alloy and the
accelerated diffusion on moving defects. It has been
shown that an optimal defect velocity exists, at which
the mentioned transformations are most efficiently
implemented, in the case of one passage of a defect,
and the accumulative effect takes place in the case of
SICS OF THE SOLID STATE  Vol. 61  No. 2  2019
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multiple passages. The obtained results provides the
possibility to give a qualitative explanation for the spe-
cific features of change in the phase and structural
state of alloys under severe plastic deformation at
moderate temperatures, when the diffusion on defects
is not negligibly small.

APPENDIX

MODEL PARAMETRIZATION

In the presented calculation, the size of a grain is
characterized by the ratio L/d and attains 30–200 nm
(the characteristic width of a defect d was taken equal
to 1 nm). The disturbance shape function near a defect
was taken in the form

(A.1)

In the case of switching in the energy of dissolution
in the phases depending on the concentration (see Eq.
(14)), we used the smoothened Heaviside function

(A.2)

The temperature was selected from the range of
500–700 K, at which the typical values of DGB are
10‒13–10–19 m2/s [59]. As follows from the formula

= VdefL/Ddef, the range considered in the calcula-
tions for the velocities of defects Vdef is 10–5–10–14 m/s,
and the characteristic time of processes are estimated
by the formula τ = Ddef/L2t with a spread of values of
10–4–105 s. In experiments, the abnormal transforma-
tions under SPD are usually completed for several sec-
onds and, in principle, agree with this estimate. It is
also worth noting that the generation of nonequilib-
rium vacancies under SPD [60] may increase the dif-
fusion coefficient Ddef (and, correspondingly, the
characteristic rates of processes) by 10 orders of mag-
nitude. Moreover, the grain boundary diffusion coef-
ficient on nonequilibrium grain boundaries formed
under SPD may grow by 3–5 orders of magnitude in
comparison with ordinary conditions as a result of dis-
tortion in the lattice within the broad near-boundary
area [61].

The rate of ordering processes in the theoretical
models [44, 45] is determined by the time of a single
atomic jump, which is much shorter than the cha-
racteristic diffusion times, whence it follows that
κ0L2  1. In experiments, the incubation period of
ordering was observed [11, 62], probably due to the
need for the implementation of long-range ordering
and, in certain cases, crystal lattice rearrangement
decelerating the development of this transformation.

−
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